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Abstract

The international economic crisis that, starting from the bankruptcy of the Lehman Brothers investment bank declared on 
September 15, 2008, has transversally hit all the sectors of the world economy; it has had and continues having signifi cant 
repercussions on the agricultural sector with different effects between developed and non-developed regions.
The European Union is also entering a new period of Common Agricultural Policy reform, and this crisis well illustrates 
how agriculture is integrated in the economic circuits and worldwide.
The banks, particularly, are playing an important role in credit for farms, above all in the European regions that are 
economically stronger.
In order to observe if and how the present economical crisis is affecting agriculture and which diffi culties the operators are 
experiencing in starting initiatives able to deal with the present productive competition, it is necessary to pay attention to 
the access of loans from private investors, through fi nancial bank loans to agricultural holdings, instead of resorting to 
European funds or public support to agriculture.
This paper is based on the Database Statistics of the Bank of Italy, in order to analyse the trend of lending to the agri-
cultural enterprise in Italy and in Apulia from 2010 to 2013 (the last offi cial data actually available), to examine and 
provide evaluation of guidelines in place, spatial variations, typology and quality of loan, and to help offer any guidance 
on further investigations.

Keywords: Geography of fi nance, Bank loans in agriculture, Italia, Apulia.

Impacts of the global economic crisis on
agriculture

The international economic crisis that, start-
ing from the bankruptcy of the Lehman Broth-
ers investment bank declared on September 15, 
2008, has transversally hit all the sectors of the 
world economy; it has had and continues having 
signifi cant repercussions on the agricultural sec-
tor with different effects between developed and 
non-developed regions (Lin, Martin, 2010).

The analysis of the characters and the spatial 
manifestations of the crisis is very complex, and 
in agriculture it assumes diverse characters ac-
cording to aspects, undertakings, rural or strickly 
agricultural, that are examined. Kennet Bessant 
(2007) considers “four general themes of dis-
course on crisis, each with a corresponding level 
or frame of analysis: (I) fi nancial diffi culties (family 
or household level), (II) structural changes in agri-
culture (organizational or sectoral aspects), (III) 
rural livelihoods (community or regional issues), 
and (IV) international dimensions (global infl uenc-
es or repercussions)” (p. 445, cursive of author), 
internally articulated, closely connected among 
themselves and that request different answers. 

“It is important to note that policies directed at 
one particular aspect of a farm crisis, for exam-
ple, addressing fi nancial diffi culties through com-
modity-specifi c programs, can have reverberative 
effects on structural (e.g., increased economies 
of scale or capitalization) and global conditions 
(e.g., trade distortions)” (ibidem, p. 450). In par-
ticular it attributes a fundamental weight on the 
geographic scale in order to conduct the analysis 
and fi nd best solutions. Thus, “as with crisis anayl-
sis, agricultural policy responses should be exam-
ined at multiple points of impact: family, secto-
ral, regional, and international” (ibidem, 2007, p. 
451). At the family level, the need for sustaining 
income is recognized considering the multiple ac-
tivities. “On a larger scale, off-farm activity plays 
an important role in stabilizing rural populations 
through the integration of farm operators into lo-
cal economies. … It is, therefore, vitally important 
for policy discourse to recognize the multidimen-
sional or multilevel nature of farm-related crises, 
the complex nature of precipitating factors, and 
the varied implications for farm livelihoods, rural 
communities, and the agricultural sector” (ibidem, 
pp. 454-455).

In the Eurozone the economist Shambaugh be-
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lieves it to be more realistic and useful to speak of 
three crises. “Each of the three will prove diffi cult 
to solve, but crucially, all are also interdependent, 
such that a solution to one will be undone by the 
others unless they, too, are resolved. The euro area 
is currently in a banking crisis, where banks face a 
capital shortfall, interbank liquidity is restrained, 
and future losses are uncertain. At the same time, 
it faces a sovereign debt crisis, where at least one 
country (Greece) will not pay its debts in full, and 
bondholders are displaying increasing concern 
about other sovereigns. Finally, it also faces a mac-
roeconomic crisis, where slow growth and relative 
uncompetitiveness in the periphery add to the bur-
den of some of the indebted nations. This last cri-
sis is one primarily about the level and distribution 
of growth within the euro area. … The crisis are 
interlinked in several ways. … To complete the cir-
cle, continued troubles for the banks could bank-
rupt certain sovereigns, already struggling under 
the weight of supporting the banks within their 
jurisdictions, and failure of these banks could lead 
to a broken credit channel, which in turn could 
become a further constraint on growth” (2013, pp. 
158-159).

These considerations on the crisis suggest “at 
least three ways in how it can distress EU farmers: 
the banking crisis may cause a credit crunch for 
agricultural borrowers, by spoiling the function-
ing of rural fi nancial markets; economic reces-
sion and dwindling demand for income-elastic 
food products may lead to a reduction of farm 
incomes; constraints on public budgets may lead 
to spending cuts in agricultural and rural poli-
cies” (Petrick, Kloss, 2013, p. 2). The banks are 
playing an important role in credit for farms, 
above all in the European regions that are eco-
nomically stronger. However, “what helped dur-
ing the current banking crisis may turn out to 
be a bottleneck for future development of the 
sector. Institutional weaknesses in banking may 
slow down structural change and inhibit further 
modernization. Future institutional reforms thus 
should not bypass the agricultural banking sec-
tor” (ibidem, p. 5).

The European Union is about to enter a new 
CAP reform period. … The present crisis works 
as a revealer. Aside from the world hierarchical 
mutation of the States, this crisis well illustrates 
how a sector such as agriculture is integrated in 
the economic circuits and worldwide. Within the 
eurozone, the crisis indicates moreover how the 
delicate question of sovereign debts and of pub-
lic defi cits claims the conditions of agricultural 
budget formation for the 2014-2020 period, not 

less than certain costs that occur at the national 
scale” (Pouch, 2012, p. 19).

In Italy, even through relevant diffi culties, agri-
culture seems to react to the recession in act, man-
ifesting signals of strength and vitality. The most 
recent data published by ISTAT (Italian National 
Institute of Statistics, 2014) show, at 2013, a reduc-
tion in the GDP (Gross Domestic Product) of 1,9% 
with respect to the previous year with signifi cant 
reductions of added value (–3,2% in the industry 
in a strict sense, –5,9% in construction, –0,9% in 
services on the whole) with exception to the agri-
cultural, forestry and fi shing sector (+0,3%) and 
of some services (+1,5% fi nancial and insurance 
activities, +0,4% in real estate as well as in the pro-
fessional activities).

This seems to confi rm the traditional opinion of 
the economists regarding the anti-cyclical nature 
of agricultural sector “that for its characteristics 
it would be able to absorb and reduce macroeco-
nomical shocks, in one sense or another and there-
fore could go bucking the general economic cycle: 
growing less when the economy pulls and suffer-
ing less in the recession phases” (De Filippis et Al., 
2010, p. 5), even if one must remember the strong 
incidence of the price trends on the performance 
of the sector, for which the effects of the econom-
ic cycle “are noticed with a certain delay, due to 
the major rigidity of the supply and demand of 
agrofood goods” (ibidem, p. 6). Moreover, the data 
should be integrated with ulterior information not 
always easily measurable, as the role done by infor-
mal and undeclared activities and works, that the 
statistics surveys are not able to take on correctly 
and punctually.

The agricultural sector in Italy shows weak 
structures that cause resistance in overcoming 
the present severe economical and fi nancial crisis, 
such as the “average farm size is still too small for 
achieve a generalized process of innovation and 
internationalization; the weakness of the assets 
makes more diffi cult new investments in research 
and development; the poor transparency of ac-
counting data of a sector that operates, mainly, in 
simplifi ed accounting methods, makes relations 
with the banking sector more arduous” (Sabatini, 
2013, p. 9).

They are all aspects that, aside which, condition 
the access to loans for agricultural entrepreneurs 
and are even more signifi cant in that the entire 
sector characterizes itself “for a high need of fi -
nancial resources to activate the productive pro-
cesses” (Gobbi, 2010, p. 3). In particular, the access 
to fi nancial banking is often for the small or very 
small fi rms, the fi rst and/or principal possibility to 
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deal with needs of a brief period in order to sur-
pass a defi cit of liquidity. In that sense, the role of 
the fi nancial institution becomes fundamental in 
that, through the lending, even medium and long-
term, they offer the farmers the opportunity to put 
into practice the structural changes necessary for 
reacting on the loss of competition tied to the ac-
tual crisis.

In this paper, we wish to analyse the process 
of bank lending to the agricultural enterprise in 
Italy and in Apulia in the quadrennium from 2010 
to 2013, the last offi cial data actually available, to 
observe and provide evaluation of guidelines in 
place, spatial variations, typology and quality of 
loan and to help offer any guidance on further in-
vestigations.

Methodology

“In addition to the loan granted by banks and 
fi nancial intermediaries, the available sources for 
the agricultural enterprises to handle these [eco-
nomical] needs are the capital risk and, probably 
in a larger measure with respect to the productive 
unity of other sectors, the contributions that un-
der various forms are furnished by the public sec-
tor” (Gobbi, 2010, p. 3).

With the objective of observing if and how the 
present economical crisis is affecting agriculture 
and which diffi culties the operators are experienc-
ing in starting initiatives able to deal with the pre-
sent productive competition, it is necessary to pay 
attention to the access of loans from private inves-
tors, through fi nancial bank loans to agricultural 
holdings, instead of resorting to European funds 
or public support to agriculture.

In the agricultural sector is actually arduous to 
obtain fi nancing from lenders. In Italy this consti-
tutes an ulterior obstacle to the traditionally dif-
fi cult relationship between bank and agricultural 
enterprises. With the objective of monitoring the 
reliability and the solidity of the fi rms that op-
erate in the various divisions of agriculture, the 
banks utilize the rating instrument for evaluat-
ing the creditworthiness of the agricultural en-
terprises. Such an instrument, “based above all 
on quantitative data extractable from the under-
takings’ balances, seems to be unsuitable for the 
agricultural sector, since most of the farm are not 
able to produce adequate documentation because 
they don’t have to write out the book-keeping. 
Thus, even taking a risk at a relatively contained 
level with respect to other economic sectors, 
the farms receive from the fi nancial institutions 

worse access conditions” (INEA, 2012, p. 126).
In this paper it was decided to start the survey 

on the fl ow of credit in agriculture since 2010 be-
cause it is thought that at that date one could start 
to see the fi rst signifi cant signs of the crisis in Italy 
through the analyses of changes in modality and 
entity of grants of credit in the sector, and because 
in that year there were interventions by the euro-
pean central banks. In fact, “the evolution of the 
fi nancial crisis in Europe connected to the pro-
spective of sustainability of the sovereign debit in 
the peripheral countries of the eurozone, starting 
in the spring of 2010, have imposed on the Ital-
ian bank system – as in those of other countries – 
the revision in a restrictive sense of criteria for the 
grants of loans, consequently determining an in-
crease in the margin on the investment at a greater 
risk and a major request of guarantees, in particu-
lar for minor enterprises” (Giannola, 2013, p. IX) 
and, as said, the agricultural sector has suffered 
signifi cantly from these restrictions even because 
of its structural weaknesses.

The Authors then decided to conduct the sur-
vey until the last data available at the time of the 
research, relative to 12/31/2013.

We thought the credit would reveal a change in 
the agriculturers’ behavior with respect to the cri-
sis, for example with a reduction of investments or 
on the contrary with harder recours to credit to 
meet the needs of production, and would manifest 
the response of the banking system for this grant, 
by the effect of future prudential encumbrances 
made by the ECB (European Commercial Bank) 
but even responding to further, more consistent 
doubtful debts. It is an hypothesis that, in this 
phase of research, it is not taken into account the 
multiple variables connected to the bank credit 
proceedings and that of the agricultural sector, 
but focuses solely on observing the variables ob-
served.

Here has been referral to the data published by 
the Bank of Italy and reported in the “Base Dati 
Statistica” (BDS - Database Statistics), a database 
present on the Bank of Italy site, that contains an 
historical record of data available for user consul-
tation, opportunely extrapolating in function with 
temporal and spatial aspects that are the subject of 
research (international, national, for some varia-
ble provincials and in some cases even municipal). 
The updating of database is done in a trimester 
period, and in the same period, it is published on 
the internet site of the Bollettino Statistico Banca 
d’Italia – Eurosistema (Statistic Bulletin Bank of Ita-
ly – Eurosystem). The printed version of the Bulle-
tin is static in that it contains information available 
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at the moment of the publication. The database, 
on the contrary, offers dynamic tables because 
data are systematically updated and revised in 
light of the eventual corrections which have ar-
rived in the meantime. It concerns, as observed 
by Gobbi (2010, p. 3) “information of an aggre-
gated nature, that is not able to explain, if not 
in a very minimal way, the great differences that 
exist between diverse categories of enterprises in 
reasoning on the dimensions, of the productive 
specializations, of the technology used” but that, 
even with such limitations, certainly furnishes sig-
nifi cant information.

In our case we utilized the data present on De-
cember 31st of every year, and it was decided that 
we conduct our analysis at the national scale, by 
regions, with more details on the Apulia region, 
by provinces, as it is not possible to further deeper 
analysis.

In order to understand even the diffi culty of 
the grant credits and in order to consider, in an 
indirect way, the impact of the crisis on fi nancing 
the farm enterprises, the focus was placed on the 
bad debts.

We proceeded by examining the following sec-
tions of the Database Statistics of the Bank of It-
aly: (I) ‘bad debts – for the geographic area and 
division of economic activity of the clients’, (II) 
‘investments – by region and economic activity of 
clients’, (III) ‘bank loans beyond the short-term 
to the agriculture – by region, economic destina-
tion and conditions of the investment’ (from this 
last section, the heading ‘agriculture, forestry and 
fi shing’ was extrapolated). Therefore, the data for 
each heading and each region was extracted.

The fi rst section of the database reports the 
data on the basis of the ATECO codes (codes of 
the Italian Institute of Statistics of economic ac-
tivities) and for the present work we took back the 
relative values from the agricultural sector (code 
A) and confronted them with the total non-per-
forming grants for all the productive sectors (ac-
cording to the heading of: ‘Total ATECO’). As for 
the second section, the regional fi lter of database 
was applied, repeating the data, as said, on De-
cember 31st of each year. For the third section, the 
regional fi lter was applied and the ulterior subdi-
visions were considered for ‘the aim of economic 
investment’ and that is, according to the denomi-
nations of the Trimestral Statistic Bulletin of the 
Bank of Italy: (I) ‘purchase of rural real property 
(in the database denominated ‘purchase of real 
property – other rural real property’), (II) ‘con-
struction of rural buildings’ (in the database de-
nominated ‘constructions – non-residential rural 

buildings’), (III) ‘purchase of machinery, equip-
ments, vehicles, and various rural products’ (in 
the data base ‘purchase of machinery, vehicles, 
and various equipments’).

The tables drawn here contain the results of 
the aforementioned extrapolation, in addition to 
which they report the totals calculated for three 
large partitions of Italy in Northern, Central, 
Southern Italy and Islands, according to the artic-
ulation proposed by the Bank of Italy and report-
ed in the Glossary of the Statistical Bulletin of the 
Bank of Italy (Northern: Piemonte, Valle d’Aosta, 
Liguria, Lombardia, Trentino Alto Adige, Veneto, 
Friuli Venezia Giulia and Emilia Romagna; Cen-
tral: Toscana, Marche, Umbria, Lazio; Southern 
and Islands: Abruzzo, Molise, Campania, Apulia, 
Basilicata, Calabria, Sicilia and Sardegna). They 
report, mereover, the regional percentages of the 
variables considered on the total of Italy, so as to 
verify the eventual presence of signs of recovery 
in the last year and, for the same reason, the per-
centile variations 2012-2013 are also calculated, in 
addition to the percentile variations of the data of 
the entire period studied.

In order to evaluate the spatial dimensions of 
the phenomena, and acquire a synthetic vision of 
the data within their territorial evidence, choro-
pleth maps were elaborated, trying, where pos-
sible, to make cartographic correlations overlay-
ing circles charts. The basic map was furnished 
by ISTAT, upon our request. The original maps 
are with colors, but are included here in black and 
white.

Investments in agriculture

In regions characterized by crisis and uncer-
tainties, along with the lack of liquidity, it is pos-
sible that enterprises are unable to pay fi nancing 
and within the arranged terms. For verifying the 
diffi culties of banks granting loans we thought of 
starting from the observation of bad debts, that 
is the exposure of credit for clients in a state of 
insolvency or in substantially similar situations, 
connected to loans in Italy in agriculture and, to 
better evaluate the relative importance, they were 
confronted with those of all the productive sec-
tors. Moreover, the bad debts were calculated with 
respect to the number of enterprises that were 
given loans.

From the data analysis of Bank of Italy in the 
quadriennium 2010-2013 (Tab. 1) particular criti-
cal situations are not evidenced in the agricul-
tural sector, or at least not worse with respect to 
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the overall behavior of the economic activities. In 
2013, of the 17.856 farm enterprises who received 
loans, aside from the guarantees that assist them, 
the bad debts amounted to 4.728 million euro, 
increasing with respect to 2012 (+13.82%) and 
even the ratio on bad debts/recipients is slightly 
increasing, having grown in the same period the 
number of recipients. On the whole, in 2013 the 
agricultural sector shows a good ability to resist 
the crises, at least at this level of observation.

In light of these diffi culties of banks to fore-
close loans, we wanted to observe what was the 
volume of investment in the primary sector in It-
aly, to start verifying a particular tendency of the 
phenomenon and if there were, and eventually to 
what degree, regional differences (Tab. 2). Ulte-
rior information could have been obtained con-
fronting these data with other social-economical 
information (for example, the active population 
in the sector, the number of agricultural holdings, 
the cultivated area used etc.), but in this phase of 
work they were not calculated, but are considered 
to be developed later.

From table 2 emerges that in 2013 the North has 
the largest share of loans for investment in agri-
culture (much as 61.71%), with positive variations 
in the quadriennium, except of the Valle d’Aosta 
and Liguria (respectively –10.42% and –8.30%). 
Only in 2012-2013 negative variations are regis-
tered in almost all the Northern regions, aside 
from Lombardia (+1.09%) and Veneto (+0.67%), 
moreover in line with the trend of the quadrien-
nium. In the same period it seems to speculate 
upon the situation in Southern Italy (–1.69%), 
with a positive variation verifi ed only in Basilicata 
(+1.16%) that even registers a moderate volume of 
investment with respect to almost all the other re-
gions, and a negative peak in Sardegna (–5.33%).

In Central Italy there is a signifi cant volume of 
consistency (+19.36% with respect to Italy) and a 
positive variation of +5.14% in the attribution of 
investment accompanied by a variation percentile 
of –0.27% in the 2012-2013 period in which con-
tribute Emilia Romagna (–0.47%) and Toscana 
(–0.93%).

The spatial dimension results further evi-
denced with a choropleth map that summarizes 
how the phenomenon, though it develops patchy, 
presents a signifi cant territorial concentration 
(Fig. 1).

Less favored areas can be easily identifi ed. The 
country’s strong areas, and in the South (Apulia 
and Sicily) stand out. The data inform us however 
that Apulia in 2013 with 2.174,83 million euros 
of investments represents 6.62% of the national 
value and in the quadriennium examined has a 
positive variation percentile of 5.63%; Sicily how-
ever with a good 2.298,18 million euros of invest-
ments, holds only a 3.04% of the national volume 
but with a positive variation of 8.26%, giving tes-
timony of the diverse local capacities of using fi -
nancial resources and the variety and complexity 
of the regional situations.

The different importance of the interventions 
of the fi nancial institutions infl uences therefore 
a great deal the results on the territory. Moreo-
ver, in the last years, the unfavorable economic 
juncture, the increased uncertainty of markets, 
together with the diffi culty of access to credit, has 
brought the farm enterprises to reduce in the fi rst 
place the investments for the development of their 
activity. This has caused a “loss of structural com-
petitiveness in a sector, that being agricultural, 
often characterized by low productivity of factors 
and in which the only opportunity for remaining 
competitive is represented by investments that al-

YEARS

AGRICULTURE TOTAL PRODUCTIVE SECTORS

Bad debts Recipients Bad debts/recipients Bad debts Recipients Bad debts/recipients

31/12/2010 2.686 13.220 0,20  58.530 269.271 0,22

31/12/2011 3.630 15.526 0,23  80.261 334.118 0,24

31/12/2012 4.153 16.611 0,25  93.887 365.285 0,26

31/12/2013 4.728 17.856 0,26 118.039 396.562 0,30

Source: Our processing on Bank of Italy data (DBS), 12/31/2013.

Tab. 1. Italy: bad debts and recipients in the agricultural sector and in the total of the productive sector in the period 
2010-2013 (in million euros).
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Tab. 2. Italy: fi nancing in agriculture, forestry and fi shing in regions, 2010-2013 (in million euros).

Source: Our processing on Bank of Italy data (DBS), 12/31/2013.

Regions 2010 2011 2012 2013
2013

% Total Italy
Variation %
2010 - 2013

Variation %
2012 - 2013

Piemonte 2.923,08 3.130,94 3.192,07 3.180,72 7,21 8,81 –0,36

Valle d’Aosta 51,43 51,09 50,00 46,07 0,10 –10,42 –7,86

Liguria 424,02 401,49 399,63 388,83 0,88 –8,30 –2,70

Lombardia 7.815,35 8.463,15 8.713,42 8.808,57 19,98 12,71 1,09

Trentino Alto Adige 2.092,37 2.197,90 2.185,05 2.172,09 4,93 3,81 –0,59

Friuli Venezia Giulia 1.325,15 1.378,23 1.417,40 1.404,24 3,18 5,97 –0,93

Veneto 4.995,55 5.447,01 5.554,59 5.591,66 12,68 11,93 0,67

Emilia Romagna 5.232,44 5.568,14 5.644,98 5.618,46 12,74 7,38 –0,47

Toscana 4.334,33 4.451,17 4.407,09 4.366,16 9,90 0,73 –0,93

Umbria 955,26 994,86 1.002,16 1.004,82 2,28 5,19 0,27

Marche 1.183,65 1.316,70 1.303,62 1.305,35 2,96 10,28 0,13

Abruzzo 614,70 699,69 698,50 703,84 1,60 14,50 0,76

Lazio 1.644,98 1.837,69 1.845,84 1.858,94 4,22 13,01 0,71

Campania 1.082,77 1.108,97 1.094,27 1.087,28 2,47 0,42 –0,64

Molise 158,03 172,22 162,51 161,62 0,37 2,27 –0,55

Puglia 2.058,93 2.290,84 2.221,25 2.174,83 4,93 5,63 –2,09

Basilicata 359,92 386,67 389,97 394,51 0,89 9,61 1,16

Calabria 644,63 663,05 682,68 665,41 1,51 3,22 –2,53

Sicilia 2.122,88 2.330,29 2.331,44 2.298,18 5,21 8,26 –1,43

Sardegna 848,84 895,75 913,22 864,58 1,96 1,85 –5,33

Nord Italia 24.859,39 26.637,95 27.157,14 27.210,64 61,71 9,46 0,20

Centro Italia 8.118,22 8.600,42 8.558,71 8.535,27 19,36 5,14 –0,27

Sud Italia e Isole 7.890,70 8.547,48 8.493,84 8.350,25 18,94 5,82 –1,69

TOTALE ITALIA 40.868,31 43.785,84 44.209,68 44.096,16 100 7,90 –0,26
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Fig. 1. Italy: bank fi nancing in agriculture, forestry and fi shing, 2013 (our processing on Bank of Italy data (DBS), 
12/31/2013).

low improving organization of agricultural pro-
duction” (De Filippis, Romano, 2010, p. 44).

To verify in which directions the interventions 
of the fi nancial institutions have gone, we have 
considered, as said, the bank loans beyond the 
shorth-term in the agricultural sector for the fi rst 
three variables listed in the offi cial database of 
the Bank of Italy: purchase of rural real property, 
construction of rural buildings, purchase of ma-
chinery, vehicles and various equipments.

The situation in 2013 by region is illustrated in 
Table 3, which already allows one to observe the 
orientation of the agricultural operators and un-
veils the differences and problems.

Tab. 3. Total bank loans beyond the short-term 

for investments in agriculture, forestry and fi sh-
ing in Italian regions, 2013: purchase of rural real 
properties, construction of farm buildings, pur-
chase of machinery, vehicles and various equip-
ments (in million euros).

The total loans of Northern Italy (8.588,95 mil-
lion euros) is almost three times that of Central It-
aly and three and a half that of Southern Italy and 
the Islands (respectively 2.997,01 and 2.480,81 mil-
lion euros) with a volume for Lombardia (3.057,77 
million euros) a good doublely superior Veneto 
(second region for consistency with 1.678,79 mil-
lion euros). The type of credit mostly requested is 
that of the construction of rural buildings, above 
all in Lombardia and Toscana (fi rst and second 
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Regions

Purchase
rural real
properties

Construction
farm buildings

Purchase
machinery, vehicles

and various equipments Total bank loans 

Piemonte 208,70 476,52 440,61 1.125,83

Valle d’Aosta 3,10 32,91 6,73 42,74

Liguria 11,51 41,83 25,25 78,59

Lombardia 468,81 1.495,04 1.093,72 3.057,57

Trentino Alto Adige 185,69 266,93 88,96 541,58

Friuli Venezia Giulia 74,66 158,62 176,81 410,09

Veneto 307,62 635,95 735,22 1.678,79

Emilia Romagna 343,65 686,19 623,92 1.653,76

Toscana 263,47 708,23 446,80 1.418,50

Umbria 57,86 200,61 79,49 337,96

Marche 114,44 133,89 120,19 368,52

Abruzzo 32,48 62,16 76,34 170,98

Lazio 212,01 463,80 196,22 872,03

Campania 78,64 191,33 124,47 394,44

Molise 8,96 19,852 23,39 52,20

Puglia 105,14 314,70 336,52 756,36

Basilicata 25,40 37,61 67,36 130,37

Calabria 20,79 49,21 159,93 229,93

Sicilia 164,89 143,53 154,56 462,98

Sardegna 34,62 138,50 110,44 283,56

Nord Italia 1.603,74 3.793,99 3.191,22 8.588,95

Centro Italia 647,78 1506,53 842,7 2.997,01

Sud Italia e Isole 470,91 956,89 1.053,01 2.480,81

TOTALE ITALIA 2.722,43 6.257,41 5.086,93 14.066,77

Source: Our processing on Bank of Italy data (DBS), 12/31/2013.

place on the regional list for the variable consid-
ered); a signifi cant investment in the purchase of 
machinery and equipments is verifi ed instead in 
the South and the Islands, with a good 1.053,01 
million euros of requested loans.

The cartographic representation of this data 
is reported in fi gure 2 and constitutes the basis 
for the ulterior representation of the single voices 
of investments in agriculture which will be exam-
ined in the following paragraph.

Destination of bank loans and investments in ag-
riculture

The confrontation of the tables that follow 

with that regarding the investments, clearly re-
veals how the increase of investiments, registrated 
in the quadriennium 2010-2013, did go hand in 
hand with the increase of the fi nancing. Such 
data must be read as a warning: the investments 
take on an essential role for to relaunch the econ-
omy, they contribute to the growth of a productive 
structure and the reduction of unemployment; in 
the last quadriennium the loans granted to farms 
resulted indispensable above all for the current 
aim, that is the need for the liquidity for the or-
dinary management rather than for the actions of 
corporate restructuring.

Observing medium-and long term loans, those 
granted for fi nancing corporate investments, the 
amount in Italy in the year 2013 for the purchase 

Tab. 3. Total bank loans beyond the short-term for investments in agriculture, forestry and fi shing in Italian regions, 2013: 
purchase of rural real properties, construction of farm buildings, purchase of machinery, vehicles and various equipments 
(in million euros).
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of rural real property (Tab. 4) shows, in the quad-
riennium considered, a reduction of –7.49%. The 
spatial distribution of the loans shows that the 
Northern regions contain a higher concentration: 
Lombardia, Veneto, and Emilia Romagna, absorb 
more than 40% of total money, while in the same 
period that of the Central and Southern Italy reg-
ister a generalized drop (–18.94%), particularly in 
Calabria, Molise and Sicily, with exception to Ba-
silicata that instead shows an increase (+16.62%). 
Shifting the analysis of variation in the period 
2012 and 2013, it is possible to point out a shy posi-
tive sign that could allow to catch a glimpse of a 

possible regression from the crisis in a short time. 
The increase in the investments for this purpose, 
anyway, is circumscribed to the Northern regions, 
while the Central and Southern present almost 
exclusively a negative trend, with exception to Ba-
silicata (+13.84%) and Sardegna (+0.87%).

The fi nancing beyond the short-term destined 
for the construction of rural buildings (Tab. 4), is 
the typology of investment that, within the exam-
ined period, seems to have undergone the effects 
of the reduction of the loan.

As already observed, the variable of fi nancing 
beyond the short-term for the construction of rural 

Regions 2010 2011 2012 2013
2013

% Total Italy
Variation %
2010 - 2013

Variation %
2012 - 2013

Piemonte 196,88 206,85 205,04 208,70 7,67 6,00 1,79

Valle d’Aosta 2,58 2,58 3,17 3,10 0,11 20,17 –2,33

Liguria 14,11 11,45 11,32 11,51 0,42 –18,41 1,74

Lombardia 484,76 483,10 479,00 468,81 17,22 –3,29 –2,13

Trentino Alto Adige 184,46 191,48 183,75 185,69 6,82 0,67 1,06

Friuli Venezia Giulia 72,58 76,29 73,73 74,66 2,74 2,87 1,26

Veneto 282,10 294,91 292,27 307,62 11,30 9,05 5,25

Emilia Romagna 355,93 353,36 351,09 343,65 12,62 –3,45 –2,12

Toscana 337,73 306,53 283,70 263,47 9,68 –21,99 –7,13

Umbria 60,69 68,00 63,50 57,86 2,13 –4,66 –8,88

Marche 120,80 117,99 115,62 114,44 4,20 –5,26 –1,02

Abruzzo 38,43 38,03 32,66 32,48 1,19 –15,48 –0,56

Lazio 249,19 234,94 220,18 212,01 7,79 –14,92 –3,71

Campania 97,19 95,81 79,92 78,64 2,89 –19,08 –1,60

Molise 12,28 11,57 10,21 8,96 0,33 –27,04 –12,26

Puglia 130,43 130,16 115,96 105,14 3,86 –19,39 –9,33

Basilicata 21,78 19,46 22,39 25,40 0,93 16,62 13,44

Calabria 34,48 31,94 24,37 20,79 0,76 –39,72 –14,70

Sicilia 206,65 195,56 177,08 164,89 6,06 –20,21 –6,88

Sardegna 39,69 39,18 34,32 34,62 1,27 –12,78 0,87

Nord Italia 1.593,40 1.620,02 1.599,37 1.603,74 58,91 0,65 0,27

Centro Italia 768,41 727,46 683,00 647,78 23,79 –15,70 –5,15

Sud Italia e Isole 580,93 561,71 496,91 470,91 17,30 –18,94 –5,23

TOTALE ITALIA 2.942,74 2.909,18 2.779,27 2.722,43 100,00 –7,49 –2,05

Tab. 4. Bank loans beyond the short-term for investments in agriculture in Italian regions, 2010-2013: purchase of rural 
real properties (in million euros).

Source: Our processing on Bank of Italy data (DBS), 12/31/2013.
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buildings recorded the highest share of investments 
(Tab. 5), but it is also that in the four years was most 
penalized by the reduction of bank loan (–23.0%).

From the reading of the data relating to this 
type of investment (Tab. 5), a strong fall emerges 
with respect to the previous table analyzed: the 
fi nancing for the construction of rural buildings, 
although destined at 60.63%, for the Northern 
Italian regions, underwent a uniform reduction 
on the entire national territory. It goes from 
–21.98% of the Northern regions, to –23.70% of 
the Southern ones, reaching up to the highest 
data of Central Italy, –25.02%, in spite of Abru-
zzo’s behavior (+11.08%).

In 2013 the fi nances over the short-term on the 
purchase of machinery and equipments (Tab. 6), 
even though on an increase of 3.62% in compari-
son to 2010, in the last period 2012-2013 register 
a decrease in comparison to 2012, which is more 
noticeable in the Northern and in Central Italy 
(respectively of –6.88% and –6.36%) and less felt 
in Southern Italy (–2.53%).

The investments in agricultural machinery, al-
though necessary for the farms, register a dip that 
worries not only the agricultural sector, but even 
the support activities, in this case represented by 
the production of agricultural machinery. The 
reason depends on the inversion of the trend at 

Regions 2010 2011 2012 2013
2013

% Total Italy
Variation %
2010 - 2013

Variation %
2012 - 2013

Piemonte 721,64 658,55 535,95 476,52 7,62 –33,97 –11,09

Valle d’Aosta 35,12 28,69 33,48 32,91 0,53 –6,29 –1,70

Liguria 56,86 51,89 46,30 41,83 0,67 –26,43 –9,65

Lombardia 1.770,54 1.697,32 1.615,27 1.495,04 23,89 –15,56 –7,44

Trentino Alto Adige 233,93 317,54 300,02 266,93 4,27 14,11 –11,03

Friuli Venezia Giulia 197,67 199,27 176,17 158,62 2,53 –19,76 –9,96

Veneto 871,17 866,99 689,83 635,95 10,16 –27,00 –7,81

Emilia Romagna 976,02 860,96 750,34 686,19 10,97 –29,70 –8,55

Toscana 965,52 988,22 740,86 708,23 11,32 –26,65 –4,40

Umbria 216,60 216,43 198,79 200,61 3,21 –7,38 0,92

Marche 186,42 155,01 147,57 133,89 2,14 –28,18 –9,27

Abruzzo 55,96 53,49 65,40 62,16 0,99 11,08 –4,95

Lazio 640,79 653,91 491,01 463,80 7,41 –27,62 –5,54

Campania 282,59 313,49 276,40 191,33 3,06 –32,29 –30,78

Molise 23,38 25,01 21,69 19,852 0,32 –15,09 –8,47

Puglia 373,51 375,09 337,28 314,70 5,03 –15,75 –6,69

Basilicata 54,29 48,22 43,4 37,61 0,60 –30,72 –13,34

Calabria 83,57 75,62 54,37 49,21 0,79 –41,12 –9,49

Sicilia 174,13 172,86 155,16 143,53 2,29 –17,57 –7,50

Sardegna 206,32 191,48 159,13 138,50 2,21 –32,87 –12,96

Nord Italia 4.862,95 4.681,21 4.147,36 3.793,99 60,63 –21,98 –8,52

Centro Italia 2.009,33 2.013,57 1.578,23 1.506,53 24,08 –25,02 –4,54

Sud Italia e Isole 1.253,76 1.255,26 1.112,83 956,89 15,29 –23,70 –14,01

TOTALE ITALIA 8.126,04 7.950,04 6.838,42 6.257,41 100,00 –23,00 –8,50

Tab. 5. Bank loans beyond the short-term for investments in agriculture for Italian regions, 2010-2013: construction of 
farm buildings (in million euros).

Source: Our processing on Bank of Italy data (DBS), 12/31/2013.
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Regions 2010 2011 2012 2013
2013

% Total Italy
Variation % 
2010 - 2013

Variation % 
2012 - 2013

Piemonte 459,23 471,62 459,23 440,61 8,66 –4,05 –4,05

Valle d’Aosta 6,62 7,02 7,27 6,73 0,13 1,66 –7,43

Liguria 32,84 32,47 32,48 25,25 0,50 –23,11 –22,26

Lombardia 1.076,84 1.191,22 1.189,64 1.093,72 21,50 1,57 –8,06

Trentino Alto Adige 79,43 108,55 98,04 88,96 1,75 12,00 –9,26

Friuli Venezia Giulia 185,79 196,86 190,60 176,81 3,48 –4,83 –7,24

Veneto 739,10 812,83 795,49 735,22 14,45 –0,52 –7,58

Emilia Romagna 595,62 615,93 654,10 623,92 12,27 4,75 –4,61

Toscana 317,59 309,03 472,81 446,80 8,78 40,68 –5,50

Umbria 66,90 72,54 83,51 79,49 1,56 18,82 –4,81

Marche 196,39 169,52 137,71 120,19 2,36 –38,80 –12,72

Abruzzo 72,70 83,89 78,46 76,34 1,50 5,01 –2,70

Lazio 157,43 170,17 205,88 196,22 3,86 24,64 –4,69

Campania 146,06 135,96 136,64 124,47 2,45 –14,78 –8,91

Molise 30,06 29,37 24,91 23,39 0,46 –22,19 –6,10

Puglia 265,85 337,60 327,73 336,52 6,62 26,58 2,68

Basilicata 60,19 67,72 68,00 67,36 1,32 11,91 –0,94

Calabria 144,90 154,78 168,52 159,93 3,14 10,37 –5,10

Sicilia 180,68 177,87 169,16 154,56 3,04 –14,46 –8,63

Sardegna 94,92 102,24 106,97 110,44 2,17 16,35 3,24

Nord Italia 3.175,47 3.436,50 3.426,85 3.191,22 62,73 0,50 –6,88

Centro Italia 738,31 721,26 899,91 842,70 16,57 14,14 –6,36

Sud Italia e Isole 995,36 1089,43 1080,39 1053,01 20,70 5,78 –2,53

TOTALE ITALIA 4.909,14 5.247,19 5.407,15 5.086,93 100,00 3,62 –5,92

Source: Our processing on Bank of Italy data (DBS), 12/31/2013.

Tab. 6. Bank loans beyond the short-term for investments in agriculture in Italian regions, 2010-2013: purchase of machi-
nery, vehicles and various equipments (in million euros).

the national scale (of  –5.92%), registered in the bi-
ennium 2012-2013, that is justifi ed above all by the 
fall of the tendency to purchase new agricultural 
machinery as pointed out by a Nomisma study 
of 2013 on the evolution of the agricultural ma-
chines market, done for FederUnacoma. The sur-
vey reveals how the decrease in purchase of trac-
tors registered in the period 2007-2012 (–28.0%) 
is partly attributed also to the increase of recourse 
to subcontractors which recorded nearly 4 million 
days dedicated in farms (Nomisma, 2013, p. 1). 
The cost for such supporting activity has grown in 
a substantial way in these last years, as is demon-

strated in Table 7: in the quadriennium 2010-2013 
an increase of 17.13% was registered, for a total 
outlay that, in 2013, is 2.820,80 million euros.

The core that shapes this type of fi nancing for 
the development of the agricultural sector is evi-
denced, moreover, by the interest shown by the 
legislator that, with the Decree Law 69/2013, that 
reinforced the guarantee fund for the small and 
medium size enterprises at the time introduced 
by the article 2, comma 100 of the Law 662/1996. 
The aim of the fund is to ensure loans granted 
by banks to the small and medium enterprises in 
order to boost and facilitate access to loan. Arti-
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Fig. 2. Bank loans beyond the short-term for investments in agriculture, forestry and fi shing in Italian regions, 2013, for: 
purchase of rural real property, construction of rural buildings, purchase of machinery, equipment, vehicles, and various 
rural products (our processing on Bank of Italy data - (DBS), 12/31/2013).

Activities supporting to agriculture 2010 2011 2012 2013
Variation %
2010 - 2013

Variation %
2012 – 2013

Subcontracting and rental
of vehicles and agricultural machinery

2.408,10 2.522,30 2.706,30 2.820,80 17,13 4,23

Source: Our processing on INEA data, 2014.

Tab. 7. Italy: subcontracting activities in the years 2010-2013 (in million euros).

cle 2 of the Decree, in particular, has provided 
the “granted in favor of the small and medium 
size enterprises of a contribution for investments, 
even through operations of leasing, in machin-
ery, plants, tools for enterprise and brand new 

equipment for production use, as well as for the 
investments in hardware, in software and in digi-
tal technology, a proportional contribution to the 
loan interest on fi nancial cost that enterprises 
must pay to the lenders on fi nancing or leasing 
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contract for the purchase of equipment, plants or 
brand new machinery”.

Even for the variables relating to the fi nanc-
ing exceeding the short-term, it was observed the 
territorial dimensions through the cartographic 
representation in fi gure 2 which shows the basic 
choropleth map describing the total investments 
beyond the short term by region, the thematic 
map with circles charts of the three types of invest-
ments considered. The visualization of the diverse 
regional behaviors and the comparison between 
the same in their relative positions appears clear, 
just as are evident the behavior of the agricultural 
enterprises in the different territorial realities.

Access to bank loans for agriculture in Apulia

The agricultural systems in Apulia have shown 
since post-war till today a great vitality carrying out 
an important role in the regional economy as far 
as broadness and quality of the areas cultivated, 
for the productive capacity, and the entrepreneur-
ial opportunities (Grillotti, 1992; Grillotti, 2000; 
Di Carlo, 1996; Fiori, Varraso, 1995; Pollice 2012).

The agricultural sector actually, even given the 
structural and conjunctural problems, is facing 
the diffi culties with great pride and its survey is 
certifi ed by the ISTAT data of 6° General Census 
of Agriculture of 2010: Apulia is the region of Ita-
ly with a major number of agricultural enterprises 
(more than 270.000) followed by Sicily (219.000), 
Calabria (138.000), Campania (137.000) and 
Veneto (127.000). In terms of economic results, 
Apulia’s agricultural system is dominated by small 
agricultural holdings, the major part (63.8%) has 
an economic consistency inferior to 8.000 euros, 

and barely the 5% has a standard production su-
perior to 50.000 euros (Confagricoltura Apulia, 
2014, p. 14). More in detail, although in 2013 “the 
recessive phase started the previous year contin-
ued in Apulia” (Bank of Italy, 2014, p. 5), the ag-
ricultural sector defended itself well, allowing for 
an increase in “added value of the sector at 2.4% 
after the strong fall of the previous year” (ibidem).

The negative juncture together with a fi nancial 
structure that, above all in the small and medium 
enterprises, is characterized by a “low patrimoni-
alization and by an excessive dependence on bank 
loans” (Confi ndustria, 2014, pg 14) has infl uenced 
the dynamics of the fi nancing to the Apulia enter-
prising, precluding the same from the possibility 
to get funds from the capital market. Moreover, 
the well known structural weaknesses of the en-
terprises in the agricultural sector, characterized 
by the poor transparency of countable data due 
to the simplifi ed accounting regime, making the 
relationship with the bank system even more dif-
fi cult that, as surveyed in more parts, has shown 
a “behavior always more orientated towards pru-
dence … with choices that do not always seem to 
satisfy the demand for loans expressed by the ter-
ritory” (Del Principe et Al., 2013).

Confronting the data pertinent to the loans 
granted in Apulia and those pertinent to the 
whole national territory, always learned from the 
database of the Bank of Italy, it shows how the 
apulian statistics is often not in line with the na-
tional one. Even in Apulia, the construction of ru-
ral buildings is the fi nancing majorly penalized, 
as confi rmed in the data of fi nancing destined to 
this investment (Tab. 8), yet, such data show a re-
ality that, although negative, results being better 
than the national one.

Provinces 2010 2011 2012 2013
2013

% Total Apulia
Variation %
2010 - 2013

Variation %
2012 - 2013

Bari 155,04 152,71 133,00 121,11 38,48 –21,88 –8,94

Foggia 69,09 72,58 70,53 69,12 21,96 0,04 –2,00

Brindisi 24,63 25,92 21,38 18,63 5,92 –24,36 –12,86

Taranto 43,90 42,43 35,68 30,18 9,59 –31,25 –15,41

Lecce 64,35 65,35 60,97 59,92 19,04 –6,88 –1,72

Barletta - Andria - Trani 16,49 16,10 15,72 15,75 5,00 –4,49 0,19

TOTALE PUGLIA 373,50 375,09 337,28 314,71 100,00 –15,74 –6,69

TOTALE ITALIA 8.126,04 7.950,04 6.838,42 6.257,41 – –23,00 –8,50

Source: Our processing on Bank of Italy data (DBS), 12/31/2013.

Tab. 8. Bank loans beyond the short-term for investments in agriculture in Apulian provinces, 2010-2013: construction of 
farm buildings (in million euros).
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The table, moreover, shows how the medium 
reduction of fi nancing in the apulian provinces, 
in the last quadriennium, has stood at –15.74%, 
with the Taranto province that recorded the 
strongest negative results (–31.25%), followed by 
Brindisi (–24.36%) and Bari (–21.88%); the only 
province that records an increase, although slight, 
in the consistencies with respect to 2010 is Foggia 
(+0.04%). In the Barletta-Andria-Trani province, 
confronting 2012-2013, there is a slight inversion 
of the negative trend (+0.19%), while Taranto and 
Brindisi reveal a worrying performance that, in 
the same period have recorded a drop in the con-
sistencies respectively at –15.41% and –12.86%.

Apulia shows a negative performance in the 
data analysis of the relative fi nancing beyond the 
short terms destined for the purchase of rural real 
property (Tab. 9).

The Apulian data demonstrate a signifi cant 
drop in the 2010-2013 period: the reduction in 
the fi nancing for this use, passes from 130 mil-
lion euros in 2010 to 105 million euros in 2013 
with a decrease much above the national aver-
age (–19.39%). The most substantial reduction 
is from the province of Brindisi (–61.92%) fol-
lowed by the provinces of Lecce (–43.14%) and 
Bari (–23.24%). In sharp contrast the statistics re-
garding Barletta-Andria-Trani: in the last quad-
riennium, there is a registered strong increase 
in fi nancial grants for the purchase of rural real 
property (+61.67%).

In the last year, positive data of Barletta-An-
dria-Trani follow (+9.34%) along with Foggia, the 
only province that registered a reversion of the 
trend and is receiver of more than a third of the 
fi nancing for this destination. The performance 
of the province of Brindisi even for this type of 
investment registers a stronger negative trend 
(–51.20%), followed by the province of Lecce 
(–28.57%) that as a whole showed a drastic nega-
tive variation in the consistencies (more than 8 
million euros).

Even in Apulia, as in the rest of Italy, the grow-
ing diffi culty of access to loans, has conducted 
enterprises to invest mainly in the development 
of the directly productive activity. This is what is 
demonstrated by the survey regarding the fi nanc-
ing for the purchase of machinery, vehicles and 
various equipment (Tab. 10).

The percentage variation in the last four 
years, registers an increase of the consistencies 
at +26.58%, much above the national average re-
maining at 3.62%. Even for this destination it is 
Barletta-Andria-Trani that show the highest value 
(+83.35%) followed by Bari (+75.81%) and Brindi-

si (+68.70%), while Taranto, even for this type of 
investment, undergoes a signifi cant penalization 
(–26.39%).

The data regarding the total amount of fi nanc-
ing destined for the investments in Apulia (Tab. 
11) show how the contraction that concerns the 
region results being less important with respect 
to the average decrement registered in Italy. More 
in detail, as shown in the map in Fig. 3, there 
seems to be a substantial amount of investments 
destined for the purchase of machines, transpor-
tation means and various equipment in almost 
all the provinces, with exception to Taranto and 
Lecce while, in all the provinces, the less consist-
ent piece is destined for the purchase of machin-
ery, vehicles and varuous equipments. The fi g-
ure seems to confi rm how, in a time of crisis and 
scarce liquidity, investing in goods for production 
is preferred as it is immediately insertable in the 
productive cycle.

The map in fi gure 3, in analogy with the analy-
sis done for the regions of Italy, shows the behav-
ior of the variables considered for the Apulian 
provinces.

Final considerations

Statistical data show then how the contraction 
of loan for agriculture hit the fi nancing tied to 
the investments in a more signifi cant way. The ex-
planation is linked to the need for the farms to re-
sort to the loan above all for overcoming the defi -
cit of liquidity that, particularly in the last years, 
is making the agricultural sector fall to its knees: 
at the increase of occupation in the last four years 
treated, there is no followed up by investments 
and this is a clear sign of the impossibility to plan 
medium and long-term investments. It was on the 
other hand diffi cult imagining a diverse evolu-
tion of the situation faced with a crisis so long and 
deep, where “the enterprises of the agricultural 
sector, notwithstanding the continuing improve-
ments made in the past years, on the whole, show 
some structural weaknesses” (Sabatini, 2013, p. 9). 
Even the investments for the purchase of machin-
ery and agricultural equipments, fundamental for 
the activity of every agricultural enterprise, un-
dergo a standstill in 2013 caused by the recourse 
to subcontracting as well as by a more parsimonial 
management of the agricultural machinery.

The statistics regarding bank loans destined 
to the Apulian provinces demonstrate an im-
provement with respect to the average national 
statistics. This could have a double meaning: the 
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Provinces 2010 2011 2012 2013
2013

% Total Apulia
Variation %
2010 - 2013

Variation %
2012 – 2013

Bari 43,68 43,02 36,76 33,53 31,89 –23,24 –8,79

Foggia 41,37 43,65 37,03 37,78 35,93 –8,68 2,03

Brindisi 18,12 15,70 14,14 6,90 6,56 –61,92 –51,20

Taranto 17,02 17,47 16,36 15,72 14,95 –7,64 –3,91

Lecce 5,10 5,02 4,06 2,90 2,77 –43,14 –28,57

Barletta - Andria - Trani 5,14 5,30 7,60 8,31 7,90 61,67 9,34

TOTALE PUGLIA 130,43 130,16 115,95 105,14 100 –19,39 –9,32

TOTALE ITALIA 2.942,74 2.909,18 2.779,27 2.722,43 – –2,10 –4,47

Source: Our processing on Bank of Italy data (DBS), 12/31/2013.

Tab. 9. Bank loans beyond the short-term for investments in agriculture in Apulian provinces, 2010-2013: purchase rural 
real property (in million euros).

Source: Our processing on Bank of Italy data (DBS), 12/31/2013.

Tab. 10. Bank loans beyond the short-term for investments in agriculture in Apulian provinces, 2010-2013: purchase of 
machinery, vehicles and various equipments (in million euros).

Provinces 2010 2011 2012 2013
2013

% Total Apulia
Variation % 
2010 – 2013

Variation % 
2012 – 2013

Bari 69,34 125,80 120,95 121,91 36,23 75,81 0,79

Foggia 109,29 117,83 105,80 110,98 32,98 1,55 4,90

Brindisi 19,97 21,32 28,86 33,69 10,01 68,70 16,74

Taranto 35,01 32,22 28,73 25,77 7,66 –26,39 –10,30

Lecce 16,99 20,84 18,79 16,20 4,81 –4,65 –13,78

Barletta - Andria - Trani 15,26 19,59 24,61 27,97 8,31 83,35 13,65

TOTALE PUGLIA 265,86 337,60 327,74 336,52 100 26,58 2,68

TOTALE ITALIA 4.909,14 5.247,19 5.407,15 5.086,93 – 3,62 –5,92

Source: Our processing on Bank of Italy data (DBS), 12/31/2013.

Provinces 2010 2011 2012 2013
2013

% Total Apulia
Variation % 
2010 – 2013

Variation % 
2012 – 2013

Bari 268,06 321,53 290,71 276,55 36,56 3,17 –4,87

Foggia 219,75 234,06 213,36 217,88 28,81 –0,85 2,12

Brindisi 62,72 62,94 64,38 59,22 7,83 –5,58 –8,01

Taranto 95,93 92,12 80,77 71,67 9,48 –25,29 –11,27

Lecce 86,44 91,21 83,82 79,02 10,45 –8,58 –5,73

Barletta - Andria - Trani 36,89 40,99 47,93 52,03 6,88 41,04 8,55

TOTALE PUGLIA 769,79 842,85 780,97 756,37 100 –1,74 –3,15

TOTALE ITALIA 15.977,92 16.106,41 15.021,84 14.066,77 – –11,96 –6,36

Tab. 11. Bank loans beyond the short-term for investments in agriculture in Apulian provinces, 2010-2013: purchase of rural 
real properties, construction of farm buildings, purchase of machinery, vehicles and various equipments (in million euros).
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fi nancial institutions look at the Apulian agricul-
tural sectors with trust and, at the same time, the 
agricultural holdings offer the solidity and the 
guarantees that the banks request. It is however 
necessary to have a reciprocal commitment: the 
banks must intervene with measures that give a 
fi nancial breathing to farms, guaranteeing them 
the opportunity to invest in research and devel-
opment by increasing its size, with the objective 
to make a generalized process of innovation and 
internationalization; the agricultural enterprises, 
on the other hand, must acquire that culture of 
enterprise and management that will favor a bet-
ter collaboration with the bank world, as suggest-
ed by the same Italian Banker’s Association (ABI).

The bank system, therefore, “must see itself 
as a mission for assisting the enterprises, which 
could allow the crossing of limitations until now 
evident, transforming the weak points into strong 
ones, evaluating the opportunities that the terri-
tory offers” (Giannelli, 2004, p. 168).
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